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the problem of stabilizing steady motions. 
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NORMAL OSCILLATIONS OF A STRING WITH CONCENTRATED MASSES ON 
NON-LINEARLY ELASTIC SUPPORTS* 

E.G. VEDENOVA, L.I. MANEVICH, and V.N. PILIPCHUK 

The problem of constructing and classifying normal oscillations of a string 
with concentrated masses on non-linearly elastic supports is considered 
(special limit cases are linear and vibro-impact systems). It is shown 
that in the limit of intensive impact action, the non-linear system has 
supplementary properties of synnnetry which enables this problem to be 
solved effectively. On the other hand, the normal oscillations of a 
vibro-impact system can be used as the generating solutions for dynamic 
calculations of essentially non-linear systems that are close to them. 
The connection between localized normal oscillations and solutions of the 
soliton type are discussed. 

The existence of normal oscillations as special particular SolUtiOnS of linear conservative 
system is due to the properties of symmetry inherent in it that can be partly retained in the 
non-linear case /l, 2/. The possibility of constructing in some strongly non-linear system 
synchronous motions that have a number of properties of normal linear oscillations /3, 4/ is 
related to this property. The normal "principal" oscillations have already been considered 
by Lyapunov /5/. Due to these properties a multidimensional non-linear system in the normal 
oscillation mode behaves as a non-linear oscillator. 

1. Consider the transverse oscillations of a regular chain of masses connected to each 
other by a weightless string, and interacting with non-linearly elastic supports (Fig.1) which 
in the limit become rigid limiters with some gap 2e. The reaction of the j-th support is 

qj = a (a,,'@-' 

where Uj is the deflection of the string in the respective cross section, n is an integer, 
and a is the stiffness parameter. 

Among the various type of motions of non-linear systems are those of the simplest mode, 
such as normal oscillations. When n = 1 (a string with concentrated masses on linearly 
elastic supports) we have A' normal oscillations; the spectrum of respective natural frequencies 
is discrete and limited. 

When n> i we distinguish the cases of strong and weak connection along the string. 
In the first case the non-linearity is small and the system belongs to the Lyapunov class of 
systems /5/. We thus have the problem of constructing non-linear normal oscillations which, 
as the amplitude decreases,becomenormal oscillations of a normalized system. This simple 
case is not considered further. 
l Prikl.Matem.Mekhan.,49,2,203-211,1985 
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Fig.1 

In the second case, if we neglect the connection along the chain, we obtain a system of 
non-interacting homogeneous oscillators (the potential energy of each oscillator is a homo- 
geneous function of the displacement). Exact solutions of that system are, however, difficult 
to use as the first approximation in any scheme of the theory of perturbation, since they are 
expressed in terms of special functions. At the same time, the properties of the oscillation 
process, including also the mode of normal oscillations, essentially depends now on the index 
n. When II - 1 (e.g. n = 2. 3) normal oscillations are still close to harmonic (in time) and, 
consequently they can be defined in terms of the quasiharmonic approximation in the standard 
scheme ofthemethod of averaging. If, however, n>> 1 the system behaviour proves to be 
closer to the other limit case (??+ X) that corresponds to the characteristic of the elastic 
medium shown in Fig.2, i.e. to an impact interaction. The investigation of normal oscillations 
of systems of the class of the situation consideredinthese circumstances which are the least 
favourable from the point of view of the quasiharmonic approach, is the basic content of 
this paper. 

2. Let us first consider a string with two unit concentrated masses in the limit case 
of impact interaction, when the non-linearly elastic supports become rigid limiters. In that 
case the equations of motion are 

(2.1) 

where g is the stress impact interaction which cuts-in when iu,( =e (i= 1, 2).S is the tension 
of spring, and I is the distance between the supports (masses). 

When ;' = cl (there is no connection) both masses move independently of each other, 
undergoing only absolutely elastic impact against the elastic supports. The respective co- 
ordinates u;(,i = 1. ?) are determined as follcws: 

l(= in (I, j. A,i S’, L r; 
- (2.2; 

L: ir 

where I1 (IJ) is a saw-tooth function of period '2 and amplitude 1, (Ij is phase of the 

i-th mass, and iJ is the absolute velocity, constant in time. 
Passing to the general case (';#(I). we shall consider (2.2) as the change of variables. 

Such rough transformations were first utilized in /6/. The equations of motion then reduce 

to the form 
d%, -- 
01) s~n’(lr,i[~n~q,i-nly?)l=” (3.31 

The system (2.X), unlike (2.1) does not contain functions with discontinuities of the 
second kind. 

Relations (2.3) may be considered as the equations of motion of unit mass in the (q,.~~) 
plane in a periodic potential field of force: when y = 0 we have inertial motion. 

A set of equipotential lines is shown in Fig.3, where the trajectory in the plane (yl. (is) 

is mapped, using (2.2) into the configurational space of the initial system (ul. up). That 

image "turns" the plane (q,. (I?) along the lines 

1 3 
(cl= -y - ].-I; ‘IrzT - jx (i==1.=2,...) (2.4) 

into a square ii: {-n 2 ( vi .< .1 3, i = 1, 2) with subsequent stretching in the directions YI. 'i? 

e times. For fairly small energies the system moves without impacts so that the trajectory 
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Fig.2 Fig.3 

in the plane (v,,Q.) remains inside the square K. Passing into a new element of the plane 
corresponds to an impact on the limiter. 

Note that the pattern in square K (the equipotential curves of a linear system) has an 
axis of rotational symmetry of second order, and the gap (Fig.3) obtained by multiple mirror 
reflection of that pattern (the motive) relative to the straight lines (2.4) has a fourth- 
order axis of symmetry. This is related to the substantial difference of the dynamic properties 
of the linear model (without impact) and modes of motion with impacts against a limiter. Thus, 
in the first instance we have two normal oscillations, i.e. the natural oscillations of a linear 
system with two degrees of freedom. With impacts, there are already four (Fig.3), since 
besides a symmetric (inphase) and skew-symmetric (antiphase) forms, two supplementary spatially 
localized forms appear, which at the limit y-+0 become straight lines qI = 0, q2 = 0 and 
correspond to one of the masses being at rest. 

3. The part played by normal oscillations is primarily dependent on the possibility of 
their use as providers of solutions when equations of motion are asymptotically integrated. 
Because of this, we shall obtain the approximate (averaged) equations which defines the 
behaviour of a system about forms enumerated above. When constructing such approximate equa- 
tions it is advisable to utilize the intrinsic small parameter of the problem that reflects 
the basic property of the impact mode, i.e. the relatively small magnitude of the coupling 
parameter 

e? = 4e2y,(nzv2) 

Physically the constraint e?<l is obviously connected with the condition of realizing 
impacts. The smallness of the parameter e predetermines the availability in the system of 
"rapid" and "slow" times, which enables us to use the averaging method in this or that 
modification. Below, in each case we present only shortened equations that correspond to 
the first approximation. Classification of normal forms by the type of behaviour in the 
neighbourhoods of these forms is carried out on this basis. 

Inphase fom ~~ = 'pl. We set 'pl = T + T1 (rl),cp2 = T -I- q2 (tl), where T= ',Tt.L.e-'t is the 
rapid and t, = ET the slow time, respectively. The rapid time is, naturally, related to 
the rate of impact. 

Carrying out the averaging in (2.3) over the variable r, we obtain 

dZ(TI -L Tz;, =o G(Ti,- n.1 
dt,: dt,” 

-2a,~-&)=o 

where m(E) is a L-c-periodic function defined on the segment i-n, nj by the formula 

The trivial solution of the averaged system corresponding to the inphase form is orbitally 
stable in the "small". In this sense we refer tc the inphase form as of the "stable" type. 

Antiphase form 'PI = -92. Let (pl = r + V, (Q, t2 = --e + V2 (t& In this case the equa- 
tions relative to i&, iz may be reduced to the form 

dz (h -M __o. d'(BI 1. TA 
dt,' dl,z -2~(~~,~*)=o 

The trivial solution of the averaged system corresponds to the antiphase form and is 
orbitally unstable. Hence we regard the antiphase form as being of the "unstable" type. 
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Localized forms. Finally, let US consider the neighbourhood of the straight line q2 = 0 
As previously noted, that straight line is a normal form only when y = 0. 

YfO, the curvilinear form is "on the average" 
However, when 

directed along the straight line 
(Fig.3). 

(p? = 0 
Let us assume that the trajeCtOq in the course of motion remains in the band 

--;r'2 < v, < n/2. Sq.(2.3) then takes the form 

(2.1) 

Setting q, = T +- T,(tJ and averaging (3.1! over T. we obtain the equations 

which indicate orbital stability of the trajectory (p2 = 0 relative to the perturbations 

This means that a reasonably large energy imparted in the initial instant to one of the 
oscillators is subsequently maintained by it. The localized form belongs in the sense indicated 
above to the "stable" type. A similar conclusion also holds for the second localized form. 

4. A model with two degrees of freedom reveals an important feature that is inherent 
in all discrete systems of the class considered here, i.e. the existence of a form of localized 
oscillations. Other types of elementary solutions that do not appear in linear systems emerge 
only when X> 3, as will be shown later. In this connection, we will now analyse a discrete 
model with three degrees of freedom. 

In that case the equations that define the phases iri (i = 1,2,3) have the fom 

where 'F#Jz (Fa30. Introducing the dimensionless parameter of time 'I = ',',xue-lt, we write 
this system in the form 

(4.1) 

Equations (4.1) 
dimensional space in 
field form a spatial 
c(, .< n.2 (i = 1. 2. 3). 

may be considered as the equation of motion of a unit mass in three- 
a periodic potential field of force. The equipotential surfaces of this 
pattern obtained by multiple mirror reflection of a cubic element -n,:! < 
Inside the element the field of force corresponds to the linear problem 

with three degrees of freedom, and ahs three axes of symmetry of a triaxial ellipsoid. The 
field in the whcle space of (ql.~?.q3) has 13 axes of symmetry of the cubic lattice, and hence, 
unlike the linear problem, 13 normal oscillations are possible here and not three. However 
the relations shown in Fig.4, comprise all essentially different cases (the remaining forms 
are easily reestablished on considerations of symmetry). Here 1, = ET; E?= 4ye'i(n%'). It is 
assumedincasesl, 2, Sthat -rt2<yl<nl!(i=1,2,3). The masses shown in Fig.4 as 
fixed, are at rest only in the "mean", executing high-frequency oscillations with small 
amplitudes. 

These results show the existence of localized forms of oscillations of the "stable" type 
for systems with two degrees of freedom also (solutions 1, 2 and a similar form with localiza- 

tion on the third mass). At the same time a new effect appears in the system with three 
degrees of freedom: the possibility of cooperative motion of two adjacent masses (of the 
stable type) when there are connections undeformed on the average (solution 3). As in Sect.3, 

the in-phase form (solution 6) is of the stable type (denoted in Fig.4 by the plus sign), and 
the antiphase form (solution 7) of the unstable type (denoted by the minus sign). Other forms 

of motion in which displacements of two adjacent masses have different signs (solutions 4, 8), 
and, also, the form in which the fixed mass (on the average) separates two deformed connections 
(solution 2) also belong to the unstable type. 

These results (Fig.4) enable us to represent the possible forms of normal oscillations 
for N>3 also. 
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Y1’-Y2=Ip3 s= w-Y3 

Fig.4 

5. We shall now show how the results related to the limit case n+oJ can be used to 
construct oscillations when n>I. 

As an example, we shall consider the system with two degrees of freedom 

We shall seek the normal form of oscillations that corresponds to the localized form of 
the limit system (k+ 00). 

We set 
U, = z10 + IPL' (CL"), lL* = L.-zL. (UJ (5.2) 

Ug = ‘4n (q), Cf = L't,;l 

(the period of the function n is provisionally taken as equal to 4). Substituting (5.2) 
into (5.1), we obtain the following system of equations in u (&I), v (110): 

Setting 

L",=, = --LJ. 1" lU& = 0 (5.4) 

we eliminate the terms in braces which correspond to a periodic system of pulses (6 functions 
in the variable CF. 

The first of conditions (5.4) is satisfied by the appropriate selection of the amplitude 
A, and the second by selecting the constants of integration in solving the equation in V. 
Writing c' (u,), 1' (Us) in the form 

1‘ = U, + L.-JuI - . . I' = I., + KV, + . . . 

we obtain from (4.3) to a first approximation 

From this we obtain 

L'," - 2yu, - UOb = 0, 1." - yu, = (J 

The equation for A has the form 

Thus the solution 

rC# _ ,4"i'/(k L I)=$ 

in this approximation has the form 
lit2 

C’=u2-&?I+ 
KO 

U'(k + 2) (k + 1) 

I'= +!'$ _ i$!!!), A ~[((k + f)t~~]"(~+l) 
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We can similarly construct the solutions in subsequent approximations, with the amplitude 
A represented by the expansion 

A = A, + v+A1 -+ . . . 

6. Since the classification of normal forms was carried out using averaged equations, a 
numerical integration of the initial system with the characteristic gj=Ujn was carried out, 
corresponding in practice to the impact process with initial conditions specified in the 
"neighbourhood" of "normal" forms of the "stable" and "unstable" types. 

Below, we present the results obtained for a model with two degrees of freedom for p = 
0.5; B = 1; e = 1 (Fig.5). 

Fig.5 

When the normal form relates to the stable type, with initial conditions somewhat different 
from the "exact", the trajectory remains close to the form. This occurs for the inphase 
(Fig.5,a) and localized (Fig.5,c) forms. If, however, the forms belong to the unstable type 
(Fig.S,b, the antiphase form), a rapid "drift" of the trajectory from the form is observed. 

7. Let us consider the connnection between normal oscillations and the soliton type 
solutions for an infinite chain. 

If in this system N+ ca,e = 1, the equations of motion in a finite-difference approxi- 
mations of elastic forces in the string have the form 

#ajl&: - 1' (2U' - U _ - U _ ) +- au?"-' I Jl 
j = 0, *-*t *2, . . . . 

I = 0 (7.1) 

This systec has an exact particular solution that corresponds to the antiphase normal 
form 

uj = (-l))U (i) 

where the function c:(1) satisfies the non-linear differential equation 

d2C‘/di2 + qyc + aUP- = 0. (5.2) 

A solution of the soliton type can be sought in the class of weakly modulated standing 
waves 

U, = (-l)jU, (1) (7.3) 

assuming for every t a dependence of the functions iii @) on the index j that is smooth compared 
with "t(L). After substituting (7.3) into (7.1) and simple transformations, we obtain 

d*Cj dt2 7 y (lij+l + L’j_1 - 2Gj) + 4yL;j $ aUi”-’ = 0 (5.4) 

j =O, *I, *2, . . . 

By virtue of the smooth dependence on j, the set of functions UI (1) can be approximated 
by one function of two variables (V (2. t) and the finite difference operator in (7.4) by the 
second partial derivative with respect to the space coordinate. We then have a single differ- 
ential equation in partial derivatives with respect to L: (r, 1) 

CPC‘:ai + y12aw/ax= + 4yU + aU2"-1 = 0 (i-5) 

which corresponds to the use of continuous approximation for System (7.4). This non-linear 
equation has a localized solution of the soliton type with the provisional frequency w, that 

exceeds the maximum natural oscillations of system (7.1) after linearization %a1 = zl/u_ 

If e*= C&P- ok,, < 1, then in the first order with respect to e the soliton Solution 
may be expressed in explicit form. For instance, when n = 2 /7-g/ 
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(7.6) 

so that 

Uj = (-i)‘U(Zj* t). 
(7.i) 

Solutions of the soliton type may be similarly obtained when n > 2. 
In the region of applicability of the continuous approximation (7.5), when a<l and 

the function Vk,t) is in fact smoothly varying along the coordinate z, its localization is 
weakly expressed and the amplitude can be arbitrarily small. The linear and non-linear terms 
of system (7.5) are of the same order in E. 

As E increases the amplitude increases, and the tendency to a pronounced localization 
becomes apparent. A soliton-type solution is virtually indistinguishable from a localized 
normal form. The continuous approximation and, consequently, the analytic representation 
(7.6) and (7.7) is no longer applicable here. In that case, the analysis carried out above 
in terms of normal oscillations is the most reasonable. 

The analytic formulae of the form (7.6) and (7.7) and the localized normal forms 
investigated in this paper relate to one type of solution but correspond to different regions 
of amplitude variation. 
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